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This essay analysed the establishment and development of legal system on 
credit through illustrating the concepts of credit and the specific legislations on 
credit in different countries. There are three chapters in this essay: chapter one: 
concepts of credit; chapter two: the introduction of overseas credit legal system; 
chapter three: advices about establishment and development of China’s credit legal 
system.Specific details are as following: 
Chapter one: illustrated the concepts of credit. Nowadays acknowledges of 
credit are various and disordered in China. Thus the author first of all illustrated 
the concepts of credit, then proved that the credit in market oriented economy is 
“economic ”. On the basis of clarifying the concepts of credit, author analysed the 
great influence of credit on modern society, and stated the necessity and urgency to 
set up the credit system and credit legal system. 
Chapter two: section one introduced two mechanisms in western countries – 
market oriented and government oriented. Section two described general 
conditions of the legal system on credit in America. It also introduced three 
important systems: public information open system; credit reporting system; 
punishment system of infringing the law on credit. Through the analysis of western 
developed countries’ legal system, the author made some advice on the credit legal 
system. 
Chapter three: review of the legal system on credit in China. Section one 
described the establishment and development of legal system on credit in China 
and induced concurrently some problems in it, for example, lack of proper 
legislations on credit; low level of publicity of information; less development in 
credit service market; lack of punishment system; and undeveloped credit culture. 
In order to overcome the above problems, in section two, author proposed the 
government oriented mechanism implemented in China and some specific advice 














Innovation in this essay is that clarified the concept of credit. Hence, it made 
us acknowledged more about the legal system on credit in western countries, and 
made the establishment and complementary of the legislation on credit in China 
more practical and specific. 
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① 南海泡沫事件是世界证券市场首例由过度投机引起的经济事件。"泡沫经济"或"气泡经济"一词也是
源于南海泡沫事件。 
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